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ABSTRACT

In a recent paper, the authors proposed an adaptive method

for multiple position room response equalization. In that pa-

per, the room responses at different positions in the zone to

be equalized are estimated in the frequency domain and their

common trend is extracted with efficient statistical operators.

Then, the resulting prototype response is used to design the

equalizer. In this paper, the approach is extended by estimat-

ing the equalizer in warped domain to improve the equaliza-

tion performance at low frequencies. The effect of warping

is analyzed and compared with objective and subjective mea-

surements.

Index Terms— Room response equalization, Adaptive

system, Multipoint equalization

1. INTRODUCTION

Cinema theaters, home theaters, and car Hi-Fi systems use

room response equalizers in order to improve the quality of

the sound reproduction. Room response equalizers are de-

signed trying to compensate the room transfer function (RTF)

from the sound reproduction system to the listener [1].

Single position and multiple position room equalizers are

used in common practice. A single position room equalizer

estimates the equalization filter on the basis of the measure-

ment in a single location of the room impulse response (IR)

[2] and it is effective only on a reduced zone around the mea-

surement point (of the size of a fraction of the acoustic wave-

length). In reality, the room IR varies significantly with the

position in the room [3] and with time [4] as the room can be

considered a “weakly non-stationary” system. To enlarge the

equalized zone and to contrast the room response variations,

multiple-position equalizers have been proposed [1]. A mul-

tiple position room equalizer uses multiple measurements of

the room IR at different locations in order to design the equal-

izer. Moreover, complex spectral smoothing and short equal-

ization filters are often used to contrast the audible distortions

caused by equalization errors due to the IRs variations [4].

Different techniques have been proposed for multiple po-

sition room equalization [1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. A least-square

approach for inverting room responses was presented in

[5]. An exact equalization technique based on the multiple-

input/multiple-output inverse theorem was proposed in [6].

An equalization filter using the common acoustical poles of

RTFs was introduced in [8]. An equalization system based

on a k-means with splitting clustering algorithm applied to

all-pole RTF measures was presented in [9]. An equalization

technique based on fuzzy c-means clustering and frequency

warping was introduced in [1, 10] and was elaborated and

improved in [11, 12].

While the approaches considered so far use fixed equal-

izers, the room is a time varying environment which changes

with temperature, pressure, and with movement of people or

other obstacles within the enclosure. Thus, it is important to

develop also adaptive solutions, capable to track and to adapt

to these room response variations.

A first adaptive equalizer was proposed in [7], where the

sum of the squared errors between the equalized responses

and a delayed version of the signal is adaptively minimized.

Unfortunately, the approach of [7] is very sensitive to peaks

and notches in the room response, to the room response vari-

ations at different positions, and suffers pre-echo problems.

An adaptive frequency domain single-channel room equalizer

was proposed in [13]. Working in the Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT) domain, the loudspeaker signal and the measured mi-

crophone signals are split in subbands. Equalization is per-

formed by updating the filter weights in these subbands. The

approach of [13] is interesting for its simplicity, robustness

towards peaks and notches of the room response, and for its

ability to track the room response variations. In [14] we elab-

orated and improved the approach of [13] by developing a

multiple position room response equalizer. In this paper, we

further elaborate it by estimating the equalizer in warped do-

main to improve the equalization performance at low frequen-

cies. Specifically, the room responses at different positions in

the zone to be equalized are estimated in warped domain and

the common trend of these responses is extracted using ef-

ficient statistical operators studied in [12, 15]. The common

trend of the room responses is used to design an FIR equalizer

in the frequency domain. The proposed approach is simple,

computationally efficient and it is able to adapt to slow time

variations in the room response.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
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Fig. 1. Overall scheme of the proposed approach.

provides description of the proposed equalizer. Section 3 de-

tails some experimental results that illustrate the performance

and the quality of the proposed approach. The effect of warp-

ing is analyzed and compared with objective and subjective

measurements. Eventually, Section 4 provides some conclud-

ing remarks.

2. PROPOSED ROOM RESPONSE EQUALIZER

The proposed equalizer is based on an adaptive approach that

iteratively estimates the IRs and at the same time generates

the equalizer, as shown in Fig.1. R microphones positioned

in the zone to be equalized are used to capture the signal re-

produced by the loudspeaker system and altered by the room

transfer function. The loudspeaker input signal and the mi-

crophones signals are used for identifying the corresponding

R room responses. The latter are then employed for designing

the equalizer used for compensating the room response. The

next subsections illustrates the two steps of the algorithm.

2.1. Room response identification

Fig. 2 schematizes the approach used for the identification of

the room response from an input signal – microphone sig-

nal pair with a frequency domain Least Mean Square opti-

mization approach. The input signal reproduced by the loud-

speaker system and the microphone signal, which captures the

room dynamics, are FFT transformed on a block by block ba-

sis with a length K frame size and the magnitude spectrum of

the signals is extracted. The FFT spectra are subsampled and

smoothed at M frequencies chosen in order to frequency warp

the room responses with an approximate Bark scale. Identifi-

cation of the room responses in performed at the M frequency

components with an adaptive filter having weights Hn(m),
with m = 0, · · · ,M − 1 and n the frame index. Let us call

dn(m) and xn(m), for m = 0, · · · ,M − 1, the M values at

frame n of the magnitude spectrum of microphone signal and

of the loudspeaker signal, respectively. The magnitude val-

ues are transformed in dB and the error en(m) is estimated as

follows:

en(m) = dn(m)− xn(m) [dB]. (1)

Fig. 2. Scheme for the IR identification: for each microphone,

the adaptive filter is composed by M weights Hn(k).

The weights Hn(m) are updated frame by frame according to

the following rule:

Hn+1(m) = Hn(m) + µ(m)E {en(m)} [dB], (2)

where µ(m) is the frequency dependent adaptation step size

and E is the expectation operator. For each subband m, the

expectation is computed as a length-L time average of en(m),

E {en(m)} = 20 log10

(

1

L

n
∑

i=n−L+1

10ei(m)/20

)

[dB].

(3)

At the end, from the weights Hn(m), a length K room re-

sponse is derived in the unwarped domain interpolating the M

values of each band and considering a new linear frequency

vector of length K through the use of a cubic spline interpo-

lation function [16].

2.2. Equalizer design

All the equalizer design operations are performed in the fre-

quency domain in order to reduce the computational cost and

to obtain an algorithm capable of working in real-time. A pro-

totype filter is extracted with the mean of the identified room

magnitude responses,

|Ĥp(k)| =
1

R

R
∑

r=1

|Ĥr(k)|. (4)

Several approaches for prototype design were studied in [12,

15]. Compared with the other approaches, the mean in (4) is

able to reduce the influence of peaks and notches of the room

magnitude responses and it is often capable to obtain a better

estimation of the common component of the room magnitude

responses [17].

Frequency deconvolution with regularization [18] is used to

design the equalizer in warped frequency domain, as follows:

Hinv (k) =
|Hp (k)| e

−j2πθ k

K

|Hp (k)|
2
+ β

(5)
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Fig. 3. Loudspeaker and microphone positions.

with θ a suitable delay experimentally determined, β a reg-

ularization factor and k = 0, ...,K − 1. The regularization

allows to avoid excessive gains, especially at high frequen-

cies. From (5), by computing the FFT inverse and truncat-

ing the resulting signal in order to preserve high resolution

for low frequency, a FIR equalizer is derived in time domain.

The computational complexity of the frequency deconvolu-

tion method is essentially that of the inverse FFT which is an

O(K log2 K) algorithm [18], therefore it is a valid approach

for a real-time application.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section some experimental results are presented in or-

der to test the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Fur-

thermore, a comparison with the method proposed in [14] and

in [19] is provided.

3.1. Objective results

Several tests have been conducted considering IRs recorded

in different rooms; the adaptation procedure has been simu-

lated with real IRs in order to have a realistic term of com-

parison. For sake of brevity, just the results of one room are

reported here, however other tests have been performed pro-

viding similar results. Loudspeaker and microphones posi-

tions are shown in Fig. 3 together with room size: the distance

between each microphone has been set to 30 cm. Measure-

ments have been performed with professional equipment and

following the procedure described in [14].

For the adaptation procedure we have considered 240 fre-

quency components (i.e., M = 240) with a step size of 0.01
for both algorithms. The frequency range of equalization is

50− 16000 Hz with a frame size of 4096 samples and a sam-

ple frequency of 48kHz.

Fig. 4 shows the results of the adaptation procedure after

10 s for one IR. It is clear that, using the proposed approach,

the identified IR follows better the low frequencies behavior

of the real IR than the first algorithm of [14].

Fig. 5 shows the magnitude responses of the smoothed

identified IRs at the different microphone positions, of the
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Fig. 4. (a) Real room magnitude response, (b) identified room

magnitude response with the proposed approach, (c) identi-

fied room magnitude response with the approach of [14].

prototype function, and of the equalizer derived using the on-

line procedure described in Section 2.2.

Fig. 6 depicts IR magnitude spectra resulting after equal-

ization procedures at the different positions using the pro-

posed equalizer and that of [14]. The equalization procedure

should ideally lead to a flat curve around zero. Obviously,

this cannot be achieved since the equalizer is derived from a

set of IRs. However, Fig. 6 shows better results with the pro-

posed equalizer than with the equalizer of [14]. In particular,

an improved behavior has been obtained at low frequencies

thanks to the frequency warping, which has increased the low

frequencies resolution. The bad behavior of the method of

[19] at low frequencies is caused by the absence of frequency

warping and by the use of a single microphone signal.

Tab. 1 shows a comparison of the performance in terms of

mean spectral deviation measures, as described in [14]. The

mean spectral deviation is quite similar with the proposed ap-

proach and that of [14] because the improvement in the low

frequency band is balanced from a less precise equalization at

higher frequency. Anyway, the improvement at the low fre-

quencies results in a broader equalized zone [17].
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Fig. 5. (a-e) Real room magnitude responses, (f) resulting

equalizer, and (g) prototype filter.
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Fig. 6. Room magnitude response after equalization: (a) pro-

posed method, (b) method of [14], (c) method of [19].

3.2. Subjective results

To assess the overall audio quality perception of the equaliza-

tion procedure, subjective listening tests were performed ac-

cording to the ITU-R BS.1284-1 [20] which provides guide-

lines for the general assessment of sound quality. Following

Table 1. Spectral Deviation Measures calculated for each IR:

(a) not equalized, (b) proposed method, (c) method of [14],

and (d) method of [19].
IR1 IR2 IR3 IR4 IR5 Mean

Sin (a) 2.05 2.00 2.03 2.11 2.13 2.06

(b) 1.13 0.90 1.12 1.06 1.43 1.13

Sfin (c) 1.14 0.96 1.19 1.12 1.42 1.16

(d) 1.78 1.62 1.93 1.79 1.64 1.63

Table 2. List of sound tracks used for the listening tests.

Genre Author Sound Track

Rock ZZtop Concrete and steel

Popular George Michael Amazing

Classical Chopin Valzer Op.69 n.2

Soul Isaac Hayes Never can say goodbye

the recommendations, the subjects involved in the listening

tests were 10 expert listeners (8 males and 2 females, ages

from 21 to 35) with a technical background in acoustics. The

subjective tests have been performed in the room of Fig. 3.

Before the listening test, a training test was presented to

the listeners to familiarize them with the test procedure, the

test materials, and the test environment, as suggested in [20].

All the subjects had the possibility to listen to each audio item

in all conditions under evaluation. Care was taken not to dis-

close to the listeners the different methodologies employed

for equalizing the audio track they were listening. Only the

original not equalized signal was labeled.

For the proposed test session, three signals have been con-

sidered and compared with the original signal without equal-

ization (i.e., the reference signal): a signal equalized using

the proposed approach, a signal equalized with the magnitude

equalization procedure of [14], and a signal equalized using

the single position equalization of [19]. For the listening test,

the subjects were instructed to make a paired comparison be-

tween the original sound track (i.e., the reference signal) and

one of the equalized stimuli under test, scoring the basic audio

quality. According to [20], the score was given using the con-

tinuous quality scale divided into six equal intervals (with a

recommended resolution of 1 decimal place)[17]. Each stim-

ulus was 20 s long, as suggested in the recommendation, and

the listeners had the possibility to repeat the presentation. The

same listening level has been used for all processed items, set-

ting the SPL of reproduction to 70dB. As suggested in [20],

the subjective data have been processed to derive the mean

values and the confidence intervals. Fig. 7 shows the obtained

results taking into consideration four different musical genres

as shown in Table 2: the mean grade values, computed over

Fig. 7. Results of listening test: (a) proposed method (b)

method of [14] and (c) method of [19]
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all involved subjects are plotted with vertical colored blocks,

while the confidence intervals calculated with a significance

level of 0.05 are given by vertical black lines. The results

show an improvement of the proposed approach performance

compared with the unequalized signal. Also for the method of

[14] the obtained results are good even if in some cases they

are slightly worse compared with the proposed approach. The

proposed method has superior performance also with respect

to the single point equalization of [19], especially with the

rock music where the signal presents rich spectral content.

Therefore, the proposed approach shows good results consid-

ering both the subjective evaluation and the comparison with

other approaches.

4. CONCLUSIONS

An adaptive multiple position room response equalizer has

been discussed in the paper. The equalizer has been obtained

by combining an adaptive procedure to determine the IRs

with a technique capable to develop a multipoint equalizer.

Both approaches have been designed in warped frequency do-

main with simple and computationally efficient techniques.

Objective and subjective experimental results comparing the

proposed approach with that of [14] and of [19] have been

discussed. The experimental results show that the proposed

adaptive multipoint equalizer is capable of improving the en-

vironment listening performance.
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